Key of C Major and a minor

C Major scale

C Major arpeggio

C Major cadence - root
C Major cadence - 1st inversion
C Major cadence - 2nd inversion

A natural minor scale

A minor cadences

A harmonic minor scale

A melodic minor scale
Key of G Major and e minor

G Major Scale

G Major arpeggio

G Major cadence - root
G Major cadence - 1st inversion
G Major cadence - 2nd inversion

e natural minor scale

e minor cadences

e harmonic minor scale

e melodic minor scale
Key of A Major and f# minor

A Major scale

A Major arpeggio

A Major cadence - root

A Major cadence - 1st inversion

A Major cadence - 2nd inversion

f# natural minor scale

f# harmonic minor scale

f# melodic minor scale

f# minor cadences
Key of E Major and c# minor

E Major scale

E Major arpeggio

E Major cadence - root

E Major cadence - 1st inversion

E Major cadence - 2nd inversion

c# natural minor scale

c# minor cadences

c# harmonic minor scale

c# melodic minor scale
Key of B Major and g# minor

B Major scale

B Major arpeggio

B Major cadence - root

B Major cadence - 1st inversion

B Major cadence - 2nd inversion

g# natural minor scale

g# minor cadences

g# harmonic minor scale

g# melodic minor scale
Key of Gb Major and Eb minor

Gb Major scale

Gb Major arpeggio

Gb Major cadence - root
Gb Major cadence - 1st inversion
Gb Major cadence - 2nd inversion

Gb Major cadences

eb natural minor scale

eb minor cadences

eb harmonic minor scale

eb melodic minor scale
Key of Db Major and Bb minor

Db Major scale

Db Major arpeggio

Db Major cadence - root

Db Major cadence - 1st inversion

Db major cadence - 2nd inversion

Bb natural minor scale

Bb minor cadences

Bb harmonic minor scale

Bb melodic minor scale
Key of Ab Major and f minor

Ab Major scale

Ab Major arpeggio

Ab Major cadence - root

Ab Major cadence - 1st inversion

Ab Major cadence - 2nd inversion

f natural minor scale

f minor cadences

f harmonic minor scale

f melodic minor scale
Key of \textbf{Eb Major} and \textbf{c minor}

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textbf{Eb Major scale}
\item \textbf{Eb Major arpeggio}
\item \textbf{Eb Major cadence - root}
\item \textbf{Eb Major cadence - 1st inversion}
\item \textbf{Eb Major cadence - 2nd inversion}
\item \textbf{c natural minor scale}
\item \textbf{c minor cadences}
\item \textbf{c harmonic minor scale}
\item \textbf{c melodic minor scale}
\end{enumerate}
Key of Bb Major and g minor

Bb Major scale

Bb Major arpeggio

Bb Major cadence - root
Bb Major cadence - 1st inversion
Bb Major cadence - 2nd inversion

G natural minor scale

G minor cadences

G harmonic minor scale

G melodic minor scale
Key of F Major and d minor

F Major scale

F Major arpeggio

F Major cadence - root
F Major cadence - 1st inversion
F Major cadence - 2nd inversion

d natural minor scale

d minor cadences

d harmonic minor scale

d melodic minor scale